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Buy The Book
Thanks to Stackpole Books 

we offer you an excerpt from 
Modern Pheasant Hunting by 

Steve Grooms

Copyrights: Stackpole Books 2005
Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you seven pages from 

this book  to decide if you want to do buy the book!

Modern Pheasant Hunting
By Steve Grooms

HUMIDITY AND RAIN

Humidity levels can make or break the hunting for  
those of us with dogs. Humans have only a prim 
itive grasp of the mysteries of scent. I don’t under-

stand how it works, but it seems as if some humidity is necessary 
for a dog to be able to scent birds, and that extremely dry air can 
nearly negate a dog’s sense of smell.

My hunting records back this up. The Midwest had a severe 
drought in 1976, and Brandy’s effectiveness fell off by about 50 percent 
that year. Worse, she lost several cripples that she would have come 
up with in a normal year. By running around madly in heavy cover, 
Brandy still managed to put up birds for me, although she acted like 
a dog whose nose had been surgically removed. That fall I had to 
make a special effort to pounce on potential cripples, because I knew 
Brandy’s nose wasn’t going to lead her to them.

Rain hurts your hunting and is miserable to hunt in, yet you can 
adjust. Light rains are no problem for dogs or men. You get damp, 
sure, but nothing worse. Heavy, sustained rains are another story. 
No hunting clothing ever designed will keep you comfortable if you 
hunt in a deluge.

The bigger problem is the effect of rain on the birds. They seem 
to disappear. When you are manfully struggling to salvage a trip in 
a downpour, it adds insult to injury when all the birdy cover you hit 
is empty.

Pheasants hate getting wet. Their long legs and plumage offer 
protection against light rains, but pheasants with badly soaked feath-
ers can barely get airborne. Extended heavy showers soak the cover, 
forcing the birds to move. To appreciate the pheasant’s point of view, 
think of what happens when you walk in high weeds after a rain. 
Water gets transferred to your body. Pheasants, when they brush up 
against wet weeds, get soaked, so they leave. Don’t expect to find 
pheasants in typical heavy grassy cover in a soaking rain.

Where do they go? During a heavy rain, every pheasant huddles 
under some kind of overhead protection. That often means they get 
under trees, especially conifers. Exactly where they go depends on 
what their surroundings offer as umbrella cover. Willow stands, 
honeysuckle hedges, all sorts of coniferous trees, farm groves, blow-
downs, shelterbelts, dense brier patches, scrub oaks along railways, 
and even such tall weeds as Phraginites can give the birds a bit of 
relief from the rain.

Since the pheasants will be tightly con-
centrated in shelter and unwilling to leave 
it, rainy-day hunting can be fast enough to 
make up for its discomfort. The shots are 
typically short and easy, although pheasants 
flying through timber are as tricky to hit 
as grouse in similar places. One of the best 
ways to hunt these birds is with a flushing 
dog that you hold at heel until the guns 
are in position around the umbrella cover. 
Then you turn the dog loose to stir up the 
indignant pheasants. Or even better, use a 
close-working pointer, for you can expect 
the pheasants to hold well. Smart hunters 
learn the spots that offer overhead cover and 
work only these places. They waste no time 
on any cover lying in between.

WIND
High winds can ruin a hunt. Wind hurts 

you in several ways. Gusty winds knock 
the bird scent around so much that the best 
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dogs can lose self-control when they 
know they are near birds they cannot 
pin down with scent. Under these 
circumstances, even veteran dogs 
can go bonkers.

Hunters have their problems, 
too. When a rooster gets up in a 
wind, it will quickly hit speeds most 
pheasant hunters are not used to. It 
can be hard to swing a shotgun fast 
enough to catch up with a wind-
blown cock. When I hunt in high 
winds, I constantly coach myself to 
get the gun ahead of the next bird to 
jump. Then up will come a rooster 
with flames trailing from its feath-
ers, and I will punch two holes in the 
airspace he has just vacated.

In the Dakotas, I’ve hunted in 
winds so fast that it wasn’t possible 
to swing a gun quickly enough to hit 
a pheasant flying directly overhead. 
It has happened several times. In 
each case, birds got up far away and 
came right at me. I couldn’t shoot 
until I could see which were hens 
and which were roosters. But by the 
time I could see the bird’s profile 
well enough to identify the cocks, 
they had sped right past me and I 
didn’t get a shot off. Well, I would 
have missed anyway!

Wind will make pheasants spooky. 
A friend recently had an opening 
weekend hunt ruined in Iowa because 
atypically high winds shattered the 
nerves of the birds. That doesn’t hap-
pen in a region that gets a lot of wind, 
like the Dakotas. But pheasants that 
live where they don’t get used to wind 
become skittish when it blows hard 
for a day or two.

Pheasants have extraordinarily 
sensitive hearing, and they rely on it 
to keep predators at a safe distance. 
After all, a pheasant hunkered down 
in dense weeds can’t see even a foot 
ahead of its beak, so the sense of 
hearing is the key to keeping safe. I 
think wind makes pheasants nervous 
because they’ve been deprived of 
their main way of keeping safe. They 
get anxious. They lose faith in sitting 

tight or sneaking, so when they hear 
you coming, they are more likely to 
run.

You can adjust in three ways. 
First, make every effort to hunt si-
lently. Use hand signals instead of 
curses to control your dog. Avoid 
any unnecessary chatter. Second, 
hunt the wind-sheltered areas. Low-
lying cover such as in deep ditches or 
riverbeds will attract birds, because 
the wind does not assault such places 
nearly as hard. If the wind is from the 
west, north-south-running ditches or 
creekbeds will offer the best protec-
tion to pheasants. A secretive hunter 
once told me he did well in windy 
weather by hunting the extreme 
downwind edge of standing corn. 
I got excited, thinking how useful 
that tip would be. Then he added 
that there was more to his technique 
than that, but he had already told me 
more than he wanted to!

Finally, when it blows hard, hunt 
into the wind. If you hunt upwind all 
day, moving constantly in the same 
direction, you will end up with a 
mighty long walk back to the car, so 
compromises must be made. In any 
hunting country, some spots will be 
more promising than others. Work 
the most promising spots upwind, 
coming downwind through cover you 
don’t expect to hold as many birds.

You can get closer to pheasants 
when working against the wind be-
cause they can’t hear you coming as 
well. Forcing the birds into the wind 
also puts them at a disadvantage on 
the flush. They will have to either 
buck the wind as they fly away from 
you or turn and come by you in order 
to fly with the wind. If you must hunt 
crosswise to the wind, it is smart to 
put the best shooter on the downwind 
side, where the roosters typically go.

SNOW
Snow can help or hurt pheas-

ant hunters. I’m convinced that 
pheasants realize they are easily 
seen when running in snowy cover, 
which just makes them skittish. Old, 

packed snow is noisy, so birds hear 
you coming from a long way off.

A fresh snow often encourages 
birds to sit tight. In very cold weather 
after a good snow, you can find birds 
literally buried under the mantle of 
snow like winter grouse. When you 
step into a winter concentration of 
roosters hiding under the snow, you’d 
better have a sound heart. A great area 
to find pheasants buried under a fresh 
snow is in a cattail marsh.

Dogless hunters get a thrill from 
trailing pheasants in fresh snow. It is 
not necessarily easy or productive 
to trail pheasants in snow, for a few 
hens can lay down a lot of tracks in 
a short time, but we all hunt better 
when we at least know by fresh 
tracks that there are birds nearby. 
Roosters often leave distinctive drag 
marks as their long tails crease the 
snow. Fresh snow also eliminates 
cripple losses. By watching for the 
tracks of other hunters, you can save 
yourself the futility of hunting right 
behind another party.

A friend used to wait until the 
late season to hunt pheasants in 
South Dakota. Long after the crowds 
had dissipated, he got great shooting 
in public hunting areas. But Greg 
hunted only if there was a lot of 
snow. If it hadn’t snowed enough 
to concentrate the pheasants in the 
weeds, he stayed home.

I’m not overly enthusiastic about 
snow. As a hunter who works with 
dogs, I feel that snow doesn’t help 
me trail birds. Snow slows me down, 
makes me work harder, and does 
nothing to increase my comfort. In 
some conditions, snow causes painful 
ice balls to build up on the dog’s feet. 
At best, snow is a mixed blessing.

Modern Pheasant Hunting by Steve 
Grooms Reprinted with permission: 

Copyrights Stackpole Books 2005
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Publisher Pulpit
Words and venting from your publisher Dennis Guldan

I talk or e-mail with many  
people that have pur 
chased dogs from breed-

ers I have written about, or that 
advertise in my magazine. About 
every other year, (maybe five 
in ten years) I get a nastygram 
about something or somebody. 
This month I got two. 

_______________________

Hi Dennis, me again. Some 
good news. You don’t have to 
feel bad, because you didn’t send 
me to xxxxx xxxx, and I’m not 
sure I wouldn’t go back. After all, 
a lot of champions have come out 
of that kennel and I could never 
believe that xxxxx xxxxxx, or any 
breeder would intentionally pass 
dysplasia along. 

I knew of xxxx xxxx back 
when they were working with 
xxxxx kennel. I only live about 
a mile from xxxx’s, although I 
don’t know them personally. At 
any rate, I went to xxxxx on my 
own, not through your influ-
ence. 

In fact, I remember a fine 
article you did on xxxxx and re-
member being impressed at that 
time. I think my problem lies in 
the fact that we potential own-
ers are living with the myth that 
OFA certification means “good 
dog”, absolutely no problem, 
now or ever.” It’s sort of like folks 
thinking their insurance covers 
everything only to find when a 
pipe breaks, flooding the base-
ment, that it’s not covered. Not 
misleading necessarily, just not 
fully disclosing, if indeed they 
have any way of knowing. 

Maybe the standards of OFA 
need to be tightened. Maybe 
breeders are trusted by OFA to 
have better dogs and the stan-
dards slack a little — I don’t 
know. Maybe we should be told 
“you just can’t tell,” then expec-
tations wouldn’t be so high. For 
that matter, if “you just can’t 
tell,” then why have the OFA 
certification at all? 

Is there a point where a dog 

Even A Good Breeding Can 
Go Bad

By Dennis Guldan

Most reasonable people can 
work something out with a 
mediator which I am more than 
willing to do. One of the two 
buyers this last month was just 
a bad customer. He asked for 
the breeder to ship a dog under 
eight weeks of age, which is 
against the law and had other un-
reasonable requests. Again, we 

all know there are 
some people we 
are better off not 
dealing with, it 
happens.

But then I got 
this letter from a 
reader that has 
been with us about 
as long as we have 
been printing. The 
guy/buyer was 
very reasonable 
and wrote such 
an eloquent letter 
that I wanted to 
share it with you. 
I have deleted all 
references to the 
kennel name but 
trust me when 
I say the kennel 
and bloodlines 
are internation-
ally known. 
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is at risk and should not be certified? Can 
indeed, dysplasia be avoided, but for 
very rare circumstances? If so, then the 
standards need to be tightened and (it 
seems to me) fewer dogs should be certi-
fied. It’s just that buying a dog is not like 
buying a bad cut of meat at the market. I 
can change butchers next week, but I can’t 
change kennels for another 12 to 15 years. 
And knowing what those last 3 years of 
dysplasia will be like for my “friend,” puts 
a twinge in my heart every time I pat her 
head, send her on a blind retrieve, or laugh 
having her smell my breath to determine 
what I just ate. 

No doubt, sickness and death are two 
of the realities we all must to learn to 
deal with. In fact, learning those lessons 
was what I had in mind when I bought 
each of my two children a “dog of their 
own” when they were young. They’ve 
each learned the lessons inherent with 
putting a dog down as a final episode to 
the thousands of loving lessons of life they 
acquired caring for and playing with their 
respective “best friends.” Again Dennis, 
you’re not to blame for anything. Even if 
you had recommended the kennel directly, 
or by implication you’re the merely mes-
senger. We never shoot the messenger! 
He’s there to enrich our lives by putting 
us in contact with the blessings which are 
to be ours, or warning us of the curses to 
be avoided. You are providing an excellent 
service. Where else would a bloak like me 
be able to vent his spleen and unload his 
burden. 

Please don’t ever take the likes of me 
personally. After all, if you didn’t hear 
problems, what would happen to the re-
source and purpose for your messages? 
And to give a recommendation which oc-
casionally goes south is better than passing 
along no recommendation at all. In this 
case you’ve given no bad recommenda-
tion. In fact, you’ve been most helpful. 
Thank you. Jim
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Browning’s Citori web  
site illustrates 28 over/ 
under models, 27 of 

which have conventional pistol 
grips.  Only one, the Superlight 
Feather, has a straight ”English” 
style grip. What’s going on here?  
Browning is one of the savviest 
gun makers in the business today.  
Why would they bother marketing 
a gun when the preponderance of 
shotgun buyers opts for a pistol 
grip gun? It doesn’t make much 
sense . . . unless, of course, there 
is some sort of benefit that is not 
immediately obvious. And might 
that “benefit” lead to fuller game 
bags?  Does the Superlight Feather 
give those who shoot them an un-
fair advantage in the field?  They 
seem to think so.

And they may be right! Many 
years ago Don Zutz, the late great 
outdoor writer, advanced the 
theory that the best shotgun de-
sign was one that “put the palms 
of the hands in the same plane.”  
The advantages of this design can 

be easily be demonstrated while 
you are reading this magazine.  
Imagine the spine is 43” long. 
Cradle the magazine with your left 
hand about a foot ahead of your 
right hand. Raise the magazine 
and sight down the gutter. Natu-
rally, anyone watching you will 
think you are nuts.  Forget their 
raised eyebrows. Instead, look at 
where your elbows are.  They are 
up and away from your sides . . . 
and ready to swing left or right. 
Automatically positioning the el-
bows makes it possible to practice 
the instinctive shooting required 
to take birds at short range and in 
close cover.  Tuck that nugget of 
knowledge away for the moment 
and resume reading.

Straight-stocked guns have a 
well-deserved reputation for be-
ing “quick” guns . . . meaning they 
come to your shoulder quickly. 
The Superlight Feather takes this 
concept a step further.  It has a 
lightweight alloy receiver with a 
steel breech face (and hinge pin), 

which reduces the weight of this 
26” barreled gun to about 6-1/4 
pounds in 12 gauge and 5-3/4 
pounds in 20 and 28 gauge. Light 
weight is an important factor in 
gun handling and long days in 
the field, but it comes with this 
proviso: it still takes six pounds 
of gun to comfortably absorb the 
recoil from a one-ounce load of 
shot.  This gun is designed and 
built for the bird hunter who is 
probably only going to get half a 
dozen shots all day. Shoot a round 
of low-gun sporting clays with this 
gun and you will be punished. 
Browning does not want to en-
courage you to shoot geese and 
turkey with the Superlight Feather 
either.  This is probably the only 
12 and 20 gauge shotgun on the 
market today that DOES NOT 
have 3” chambers!

Shooting smart instead of big 
= more poop per pop. Within the 
last few years Browning has made 
significant changes in the barrel 
architecture that is incorporated in 
Superlight Feather 12 and 20 gauge 
shotguns. These include:

FORCING CONES . . . if you 
look down bore from the breech 
end, you’ll see a ring just ahead 
of the chamber. That’s the forcing 
cone that leads into the barrel. 
You can kind of judge the depth.  
If it’s your grandfather’s gun, it’s 
probably 1/2.” A more recently 
manufactured gun might be 3/4.” 
Browning’s Vector Pro™ Forcing 
Cones are 2-1/2” long. The phrase 
“competition length” comes to 
mind. Note that this rhymes with 
“industrial strength.”  This longer 
taper means less shot deformation, 
which means more uniform and 
consistent patterns.  The benefit 
is a higher percentage of pellets in 
the target area.

Why is this gun different? 
Browning Citori Superlight Feather available  in 

12, 20 and 28 gauge, 26” barrels, MSRP $2,229

Vive le difference! 
By Bill Hanus

www.billhanusbirdguns.com

Guns
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BACK-BORED BARRELS in-
crease the bore diameter compared 
to the standard bores.  This small 
increase in size significantly re-
duces the friction between the 
shot column and the barrel wall, 
allowing more of the energy gen-
erated by the powder to push the 
shot pellets to a higher velocity.  
Higher fps means more impact 
at longer range; a nice bonus for 
second shots.

When lengthened forcing 
cones and back-bored barrels are 
combined with Browning’s In-
vector-Plus™ choke tube system, 
we have in the Superlight Feather 
a light, quick handling gun with 
better patterns effective  at longer 
distances. It’s like getting the mag-
num performance of more shot at 
higher velocities as a no-charge 
throw-in.  

Lily gilding the Superlight 
Feather Standard stock dimensions 
are: 1-5/8” x 2-1/2” x 14-1/4” in 
12 gauge and 1-5/8” x 2-3/8” x 14-
1/4” in 20 and 28 gauge. If you de-
cide to add a pad to accommodate 
another length of pull and maybe 
soak up some recoil, consider the 
Pachmayr Sporting Clays pad.  It 
has a smooth, rounded heel that 
will not hang up on the way to 
your shoulder.

The 1/16” cast-off found on 
current Citori production is a 
reasonable compromise for an 
all-around field gun that will be 
used by both right-handed and 
left-handed shooters. For pheas-
ant, ducks and dove, where you 
have a fairly large window of 
opportunity to align the target 
and the sight plane, it should do 
quite well. 

But for quick, intuitive targets 
like quail, woodcock and grouse, 
1/16” of cast-off isn’t enough to 
keep the right-handed shooter from 
shooting a bit high and to the left.  It 
is better than zero cast, but it takes  
3/16” or 1/4” cast-off to have the 
gun shoot where he is looking. 
Stock bending or the judicious use 
of a wood rasp where the cheek 
meets the wood is all that stands in 
the way of converting a good field 
gun to a great birdgun.

Browning packs three choke 
tubes with all Citori field guns: 
Improved Cylinder, Modified 
and Full.  This is too much choke 
constriction for guys who hunt in 
close cover or over close-working 
dogs. The Invector-Plus™ choke 
system also offers optional Cyl-
inder and Skeet choke tubes . . . 
a much better choice for 18- and 
20-yard birds. 

Like the man says: Perfection 
is in the details.
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AKC Sporting Breeds Hunt 
With Wounded Warriors
November 2009 – Near 

Clarksville, VA

Members of the Wounded 
Warrior Battalion from Fort Camp-
bell, KY enjoyed two beautiful 
days of quail hunting at Cedar 
Grove Plantation near Clarksville, 
VA. Mr. James Kinnear, owner of 
Cedar Grove, readily accepted the 
opportunity to host the Wounded 
Warriors. There was no shortage of 
dog power, with five Vizslas, one 
German Wirehaired Pointer and 
six Boykin Spaniels taking turns 
leading the hunt. Many of these 
dogs had earned titles, ranging 
from Junior Hunter to Dual Cham-
pion, in AKC field events. The 
local field trial community raised 
over $1,000 to defer the Wounded 
Warriors travel expenses.

The pointing breeds and span-

Giving Back to the Troops

iels worked in tandem with two 
pointing breeds locating and 
pointing the quail and then the 
Boykins were sent in to flush and 
retrieve. Doug Ljungren, AVP of 
Performance Events was one of 
the pointing breed dog handlers. 
“I had never hunted in this man-
ner before but it worked well. 
The Boykins are a delightful little 
dog. They really know their busi-
ness.”

With the pointing dog handlers 
working out front, the Wounded 
Warriors were transported on 
a wagon drawn by two mules. 
Sunday night the hunting party 
was treated to a Cedar Grove 
dinner specialty – quail potpie. 
The Wounded Warriors apprecia-
tion was obvious. It was a unique 
weekend that will be remembered 
by all.

 Photos provided by Judy 
Cheshire. 
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Why Adopt a Rescue
Author Unknown

Dear God please send me somebody who’ll care! 
I’m tired of running, I’m sick with despair. 
My body is aching, it’s so racked with pain, 

and dear God I pray as I run in the rain, 
That someone will love me and give me a home. 

A warm cozy bed and a big juicy bone. 
My last owner tied me all day in the yard 

Sometimes with no water and God that was hard! 
So I chewed my leash God and I ran away 
To rummage in garbage and live as a stray. 

But now God I’m tired and hungry and cold, 
And I’m so afraid that I’ll never grow old. 

They’ve chased me with sticks and hit me with stones 
While I run the streets just looking for bones! 
I’m not really bad God, please help if you can, 

For I have just become “a victim of man”. 


